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This was the second of three planned workshops organised by the Research 

Network on Inequality, Social Science & History, a collaborative project 

organised by the universities of Manchester and Cambridge. Pedro Ramos 

Pinto (University of Manchester) began the proceedings by stating that that 

the workshops had grown out of the domination of debates on inequality by 

orthodox economic approaches without a consideration of the historical and 

structural forms inequality takes that a long-term perspective might provide. 

The question for the day’s workshop was thus to consider how historians 

and sociologists might begin to consider and collaborate to produce new 

approaches to the study of inequality through the lens of consumption and 

consuming practices. 



The first sessions featured papers by Frank Trentmann (Birkbeck and 

SCI) and Jean-Pascal Deloz (CNRS/SAGE, University of Strasbourg)), which 

framed the forthcoming day’s debate by asking how we might rethink the 

various approaches to inequality as a facet of consumption. Prof. Trentman’s 

paper ‘Luxury Fever Revisted’ posited three key questions about how we 

study consumption: first, it asked whether inequality was always negative and 

suggested that the study of inequality through practice of consumption might 

productively try to escape from moral judgements about the existence of 

material inequalities. Secondly, it proposed that far wider ranging conclusions 

might be drawn by expanding the field of study beyond the United States 

and Europe. Thirdly, it asked whether the relationship between private and 

public spending was symbiotic and speculated as to whether these two areas 

curtail or facilitate each other. Ultimately Prof. Trentmann asked historians 

and social scientists to give a closer consideration to the question about 

what ‘evil’ is addressed when they engage in debates about inequality. Prof. 

Deloz’s paper, approaching the subject from a sociological perspective, 

argued that it is necessary for researchers to consider more carefully how 

they apply theoretical frameworks to the study of consumption. Prof. Deloz 

observed that a process of ‘conceptual stretching’ often occurred and that it 

might be advantageous to adapt or create new models to test specific times 

and places in a more rigorous manner.  In particular, when discussing 

‘conspicuous consumption’ he argued that the concept is applied to varied 

locations and periods without contextualisation. The effect of this is that 

such concepts become merely a rhetorical device or shorthand without a 

rigorous interrogation of the concept. Historians, he argued, might contribute 

to a reconsideration of approaches by thinking about theoretical concepts 

more temporally, thereby providing more accurate and detailed contexts 

within which to think about consumption and how it shapes inequality. In this 



sense, both papers highlighted the need to re-evaluate the basis for the 

universality of some of the claims made in the investigation of consumption 

and inequality. 

 The second session asked about the relationship between consumption 

and charitable giving and featured a co-authored paper by Julie-Marie 

Strange, Bertrand Taithe, and Sarah Roddy (all Manchester) and another by 

Matthew Hilton (Birmingham). Prof. Taithe and Dr Roddy, delivered the paper, 

and presented work from their ongoing project concerning charitable 

consumption, empowerment and the purchase of compassion. The paper 

considered how British charities and charitable contribution functioned in the 

late 19th and early 20th centuries. With reference to various disasters and 

crises they demonstrated the differing levels of support for charities in the 

British Empire, highlighting significant differences in organisation and 

responses across the geographical dimensions of international, national, and 

the parish. They located the activity of charities firmly in the marketplace 

and presented a complex picture where charities competed with one another. 

By revising a top-down view of charities that emphasised class, thinking 

about charity as a marketplace highlighted it as something mired with 

inequalities and a commercially innovative sector of the British economy. 

Prof. Hilton’s paper, ‘Just Giving: The Logic of Political Activism in an Age of 

Affluence’ looked at the development of the charitable sector after the 1945, 

when it became very financially powerful and as well as increasingly 

professionalised and specialised. The paper placed charitable donations in a 

wider global context and emphasised the need to step outside the 

boundaries of calculations of contributions and expenditure when judging the 

role of charities. Both papers highlighted how visual materials and discourses 

of charitable giving sought to create different notions of the ‘responsible 

citizen’. Charities emerged in both explanations as highly porous 



organisations that had to be understood beyond traditional understandings 

of the nation state or income. 

 Following lunch, the third session was delivered by Prof. Patrick Joyce 

(Edinburgh and Manchester) and Wouter Ryckboch (Vrjie Universiteit Brussel) 

who demonstrated the broad diversity in the ways that consumption might 

be considered. Patrick Joyce’s paper, ‘Educating our Masters’ treated the 

delegates to a tantalising glimpse of his new book ‘The State of Freedom’, 

which focused upon how elite systems of education in Britain have served to 

reproduce inequalities in the future leaders and elites of the British state.  

The paper centred on the public school system and the universities of 

Oxford and Cambridge and, recalling Bordieu’s study of the Berber house, 

argued that the public school household became a microcosm in which the 

state was both produced and reproduced. Education in this context was seen 

as the tool to achieve the power to govern. The old idea of Noblesse 

Oblige, which suggested a form of ease with inequality amongst the powerful, 

remains a present feature of elites in Britain, albeit with certain 

modifications. A consideration of the ways in which inequality is (re-

)produced must account for the way in which education is structured. Dr 

Ryckboch’s paper presented a welcome excursion into the early modern 

period, with his study of consumption of tea in the Netherlands. The paper 

emphasised how bourgeois identities had been codified in the material 

manifestations of consumption, feeding into notions that social order and 

inequalities might be reproduced through the performance of consumption.  

These two papers served to highlight the importance of where consumption 

happens in considerations of its impact and importance to our understanding 

of the past. 

 The final session of the day featured two papers which examined the 

regulation of access to certain goods; one within a state context and one 



on an international level.  Emmanuelle Chapin (Cardiff) argued that certain 

inequalities of consumption were produced and reproduced by the French 

Third Republic in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century through 

cultural policy, here represented in theatres. The paper examined the way 

that notions of what represented ‘appropriate forms of consumption’ for 

certain classes reinforced cultural prejudices and legitimised forms of political 

power. In contrast Carolyn Blitoft (Max Planck, Cologne) examined the 

naturalisation of inequality on an international level using the League of 

Nations to assess how institutions grow up to address international rifts and 

ruptures. Following the First World War, the League of Nations became a site 

were imperial and colonial powers attempted to limit access to resources 

through the manipulation and formation of economic doctrine. Dr. Biltoft 

highlighted both the inequalities between the colonisers and colonised and 

in-between nations. International institutions can reinforce the rigidity of an 

international structure and embed inequalities further. A central question 

relates to how a debate about the nature of inequality takes place around 

the institution of an international organisation — do international 

organisations inhere inequities or do they address them? Both of these 

papers showed how economic theories were shown to reflect the most 

desired positions of the most powerful states and political groupings. 

Economics were repeatedly used as a justification to reproduce existing 

inequalities. Economic theory is not a teleological vision of where society 

should go. Rather, it is deeply reflective of the context in which it is 

produced. 

The debate on the subjects highlighted continued through the evening. A 

number of points for future discussion were raised alongside conclusions 

about issues raised throughout the day’s talks. These included: the 

inadequacy of methods that stuck too narrowly to the idea of the nation 



state or based understandings of consuming hierarchies in geographical 

terms as attempts to understand the nature of consumption. The need to 

pay closer attention to the context and content of the theoretical 

frameworks researchers employ in the study of both inequality and 

consumption.  Several attendees highlighted the need to consider ‘non’ or 

‘anti-consumption’, which tied into the relationship between the political and 

cultural distinctions between inequalities of need and want.  All of these 

points raise important issues for historians, social scientists and policy 

makers.   
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Workshop Programme 

 

9.45 – Introduction: Pedro Ramos Pinto (Manchester) 

10.00 – Rethinking Consumption and Inequality 

Luxury Fever Revisited: Has Consumption Promoted Inequality? A Fresh 

Look at an Old Idea 

Frank Trentmann (Birkbeck and Manchester) 

Reflections On Social Distinction Theories And Historical Research  

Jean-Pascal Daloz (Strasbourg) 

 

11.30 – Coffee Break 

11.45 – Charity & Consumption 

Charitable Consumption: Empowerment and the Purchase of 

Compassion 

Julie-Marie Strange, Bertrand Taithe and Sarah Roddy (Manchester) 

Just Giving: The Logic Of Political Activism In An Age Of Affluence 

Matthew Hilton (Birmingham) 

 

12.45– Lunch 



 

14.00 – Consuming Unequally 

Educating our Masters 

Patrick Joyce (Edinburgh and Manchester) 

Valuing Tea In The Early Modern Southern Netherlands 

Wouter Ryckbosch (Vrije Universiteit Brussel) 

 

15.15 – Coffee 

15.30 – Regulating Entitlements 

 

Legitimate Needs: Negotiating Consumer’s Utility In France (1850-1912) 

Emmanuelle Chapin (Cardiff) 

Unequal Endowments: Comparative Vs. Absolute Equality At The League 

Of Nations  

Carolyn Biltoft (Max Planck, Cologne) 

 

16.30 – Round-up Discussion 

17.00 – Close 

 

 

 


